Abstract Low cost tin oxide gas sensors are inherently nonspecijic. In addition they feature several non-desirable behaviors as slow time response, non-linearities and long term drift, This paper shows that the combination of a gas sensor array together with self organizing maps permit to succeed in gas classification problems. That is, the system is able to determine the gaspresent in the test chamber with error rates lower than 3%.. The correction of the sensors drip with an adaptative SOM has also been investigated.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that tin oxide gas sensors present many problems. Nowadays, people working in the development of new sensors concentrate their efforts in the fabrication of new generation of gas sensors with low nonlinearities, good performance, fast response, high stability, good selectivity and, of course, low cost[ 11. Waiting for this generation of sensors, strategies and algorithms of signal processing must be developed in order to correct nonlinearities, drifts, low selectivity and other problems inherents to the actual sensors [2] . Currently, gas sensor arrays permit to overcome the problem of lack of sensitivity of the individual gas sensor components. When the finan propouse is to classify the gas in the chamber, every sensor in the array should react to every gas component in a different manner. Many works have been devoted to gas sensors signal processing using neurd networks. From the quantitative signal analysis point of view, feedforward neural networks with backpropagation algorithm are generally used [3] . Self Organizing Maps (SOM) are the preferred chioce when the main problem is pattern recognition [4] . In this paper we present a system for gas classification based on gas sensors array and SOM neural networks.
Our a i m is the identihtion of combustion gases with an array of six tin oxide sensors. The pattern recognition strategy should be robust against the inherent problems of this kind of sensors. Figure 1 shows an example of their non-linear behaviour. In spite of using conductance instead of resistance to reduce nonlinearities, a percentage of about 20% full scale of nonlinearity is still evident. Moreover, for every concentration, the sensor array
Figure 1 : Sensor response to H, system reacts slowly and takes about 20 minutes to reach the stationary state. This time is a combination of the time to fill camera, where the gas sensor array is installed, and the sensors time response. In addition, some of them do not achieve a constant value after a gas step, but show a maximum followed by a slow decay. All these problems result in a dispersion of the patterns produced by the feature extractor. Our purpose is to show that SOM neural nets are able to solve this problem with high levels of efficiency.
11. EXPERIMENTAL Range ( P P 4 Gas 500-15000 H2 >
700-20000 CO
Measurements have been done with an experimental equipment consisting, basically, on the gas bottles, mass flow controlers (MFC), the sensor chamber and a computer that controls the experiment. An scheme of the experimental equipment is presented in figure 2. Gases used in the experiment are methane, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, and two binary mixtures:one of hydrogen and carbon monoxide and another of methane and carbon monoxide. Ranges of gases are showed in Table A . The sensors used are six Taguchi tin oxide gas sensors, listed here: TGS822, TGS813,TGS815, TGS812a, TGS812b and TGS812, where TGS812a has 1 pg ofMn and TGS812b has 1 pg of Cr.
CH,
The gas concentration in the sensor chamber is adjusted by selecting the correct flow ratio for different gases. Input signals generated for the MFC and introduced in the sensor chamber are pulse signals of different concentrations.
SELF ORGANIZING MAPS (SOM)
Self Organizing Maps nets are unsupervised neural networks. There is no feedback ffom the enviroment to indicate what the output d a network should be or if they are right [5] .
Our first step in pattern recognition problem consist on to examine ~ 905 the topology of the gas sensor responses in a n-dimensional space, where n corresponds to the number sensors. This topology is generated fiom normalized sensors data or patterns . On the other hand, because dimensions bigger than three are impossible to represent, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique is used in order to reduce the dimensionality of the problem. Due to the linear characteristic of PCA, the n-space is cut by a plane. This linear reduction is not always the best way to visualize the clusters of the n-space, however, PCA can bring a fist approximation to distinguish whether a gas clasification is feasible [6] . SOM nets consist in a single layer (rectangular shape) of neurons that, because of the learning algorithm, change their position in the gas sensor response space in order to minimize the euclidean distance between the neuron position and the gas sensor response to an atmosphere position. Weigths of every neuron represents the position coordenates of that neuron in the space. When, in the training process, a vector representing a gas position (pattern) is presented to the net, the winer neuron and its neighbours change their position, aproaching to the gas vector. The learning rule is presented in equation 1.
Where q(t) is the learning rate, nb(t,d) is the neighbourhood and d is the distance between the neuron and the winner. The learning rate and the neighbourhood are monotonically decreasing functions along the training. The exact form of the functions decrease is not important and there are different manners of define them.
The new weigth depends on the past weigth (or the past position) and on the euclidean distance between the neuron and the pattern.
IV. STUDY OF DATA NORMALIZATION
As it is usual in this kind of problems, the data space is divided in two parts. First part is used to train the net, and second part is used to test the net. The training patterns have been chosen fiom different pulse concentrations and at different time points of the pulse response. The validation patterns have been obtained among different concentrations and time points. As it has been described above, normalization of patterns must be introduced. It is necesary to study for every problem which normalization presents the best performance, and it seems impossible to know a priori which shows the best results. Moreover, to use all the sensors is not always the best option. It is common that a subset of sensors shows better performance, but, as before, it is not posible to know a priori which subset is the best. Once the data has been normalized and PCA has been aplied to them in order to see the qualitative separability of the patterns, the net must be trained. Again, applying PCA to neuron weights during the training process, is posible to see the net neurons movement in a two dimension space. After training, neurons are concentrated in clouds in the data space. These clouds correspond to the position of gases in the space. Up to now, SOM net acts as a unsupervised algorithm, but now is time to label every neuron. Labelling neurons is a supervised task based on the firing of the neurons in the estimation set. Figure 3 shows the position of patterns and neurons after the train. These results are for four gases: H,, CO, C q and C@ .
Points represent the gas patterns and circles represents labelled 
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" @ -I Figure 3 neurons. Every neuron has been labelled with one of the four gases, and in this case, there are no conflicts and no neuron is undefined as a class of gas. Even more, every gas ocupes a well defined region in the space. Results of recognition for an atmosphere composed by air, four pure gases and two mixtures are presented in Table B , where the mean value of the recognition percentage is shown. For a particular set of validation data small deviations from this value can be observed. The table presents percentage of recognition for different normalizations and different set of sensors. For every normalization, the best set of sensors has been selected. Normalization one and two present the same recognition percentage, but the set of sensors is different. Normalization three and four have worse results. It is remarkable that this two last normalizations take into account the conductance of air.
V. STUDY OF THE TIME RESPONSE
Concerning to the study of slow time response, one posible goal to reach in pattern recognition is to achieve reliable results as fast as posible. In order to study the infuence of time response in the success classification percentage, what we have done is to select patterns from different time points of the sensor responses and perform the validation on them.
The selected patterns are clasificated in three groups, times lower than 3 minutes, times between 3 and 7 minutes and times bigger than 7 minutes (time refered to the rising edge of the Figure 4 shows these results.
As we can observe, there is a trade-off between fast classification or stable gas classification.
VI. STUDY OF LONG TERM DRIFT PROBLEM
SOM net performance to long term drifts has also been tested. Long term drifts between 0 and 40 % in percentage has been artificially generated. Drift has been modeled as G(t)=G,( lktat) where plus or minus sign has been chosen randomly for every sensor, but a has been set to a fixed value. By the drift percentage we represent a t . -, where L i s the maximum time considered for the drift experiment. Different normalizations has been proved and the SOM net shows good perfiormance till 20 % level of drift.
All normalizations except number three has a success clasification percentage about the 80 %. However, it is clear that the higher the drift the lower the success percentage become.
Nomalkation one shows the best results, and normalization three begins to go bad quickly. An adecuate selection of the set of sensors and normalizations allows to attain good result with the SOM net.
In order to fur(her improve the SOM net performance to long term drifts, we have studied an adaptative SOM net. An adaptative net is acomplished keeping the learning rate at a non-zero value during the test. The basic idea is that neurons are enabled to follow the pattern drift. Figure 5 show the wmparation of the two nets for a gas problem composed by four pure gases and two mixtures. Adaptative SOM improves static SOM clasification percentage in all the drift points. The success decay is mainly due to Gonfusion between pure gases and their mixtures.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
From the presented results, we have succeed to find a methad which is able to class@ the gas with a very low error rate (< 5%). This method is very robust against sensor non-linearities, timeeffects and drifts. However, the error rate depends on the normalization, the selected subset of sensors to form the array and the net size. Presently, no clear criteria appears to select the best option and every pareticular case deserves a carefuly study.
Concerning time effects, we have observed that 100% classi€ication success is achieved in the time window (3'-7') since gas injection. A trade-off exists between fast classification and stable classification. Finally, adaptive SOM are proposed as solution for the correction of long term sensor drifts.
